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Abstract

As one of the most successful applications of image analysis and understanding� face
recognition has recently gained signi�cant attention� especially during the past sev�

eral years� There are at least two reasons for such a trend� the �rst is the wide range
of commercial and law enforcement applications and the second is the availability
of feasible technologies after �� years of research� Moreover� recent signi�cant ad�

vances in multimedia processing has also helped to advance the applications of face
recognition technology� Among the diverse contents of multimedia� face objects are

particularly important� For example� a database software capable of searching for
face objects or a particular face object is very useful� Another example is a security

system that is able to automatically track human objects� and report their IDs�
Though tracking and recognizing face objects is a routine task for humans� building

such a system is still an active research� Among many proposed face recognition
schemes� image based approaches are possibly the most promising ones� However�

the �D images�patterns of �D face objects can dramatically change due to lighting
and viewing variations� Hence� illumination and pose problems present signi�cant
obstacles for wide applications of this type of approaches� In this chapter� we �rst

review existing methods extensively� And then we propose using a generic �D model
to enhance existing systems� More speci�cally� we use the �D model to synthesize the

so�called prototype image from a given image acquired under di	erent lighting and
viewing conditions� The advantages of this approach are computational simplicity

and system robustness which are essential for many real applications�

� Introduction
��� Background

As one of the most successful applications of image analysis and understanding�
face recognition has recently gained signi�cant attention� especially during the past
several years This is evidenced by the emergence of speci�c face recognition con

ferences such as AFGR ���� and AVBPA ����� and systematic empirical evaluation
of face recognition techniques �FRT�� including the FERET ���� �	� and XM�VTS
protocols ���� There are at least two reasons for such a trend� the �rst is the
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wide range of commercial and law enforcement applications and the second is the
availability of feasible technologies after �� years of research

The strong demand for user
friendly systems which can secure our assets and
protect our privacy without losing our identity in a sea of numbers is obvious At
present� one needs a PIN to get cash from an ATM� a password for a computer� a
dozen others to access the internet� and so on Although extremely reliable methods
of biometric personal identi�cation exist� eg� �ngerprint analysis and retinal or
iris scans� these methods have yet to gain acceptance by the general population
A personal identi�cation system based on analysis of frontal or pro�le images of
the face is non
intrusive and therefore user
friendly Moreover� personal identity
can often be ascertained without the client�s assistance In addition� the need for
applying FRT has been boosted by recent advances in multimedia processing along
with others such as IP �Internet Protocol� technologies

In summary� there exist tremendous opportunities and great challenges for FRT
The challenge facing FRT is to perform well under severe conditions For example�
a personal veri�cation system might need to process a low
quality face image which
might be acquired using a cheap PC
camera and transferred over IP Or the image
capture happens in an uncontrolled environment with bad lighting etc On the
other hand� the opportunity lies in the fact that multimedia is almost ubiquitous
and face objects are among the most important multimedia contents For example�
you may want to search for the video clips from home video archives where your
baby shows a cute pose Multimedia applications based on face objects include�
content
based applications� human
machine interactive applications� and security
related applications� etc For example� a database software capable of searching for
face objects or a particular face object is very useful Another example is a smart
video conference system that is able to automatically track objects and enhance
their appearances
��� Face recognition technology

A general statement of face recognition problem can be formulated as follows�
Given still or video images of a scene� identify or verify one or more persons in
the scene using a stored database of faces Available collateral information such
as race� age� gender� facial expression and speech may be used in narrowing the
search �enhancing recognition� The solution of the problem involves segmentation of
faces �face detection� from cluttered scenes� feature extraction from the face region�
recognition or veri�cation In identi�cation problems� the input to the system is an
unknown face� and the system reports back the decided identity from a database of
known individuals� whereas in veri�cation problems� the system needs to con�rm or
reject the claimed identity of the input face

Various applications of FRT range from static� controlled format photographs
to uncontrolled video images� posing a wide range of di�erent technical challenges
and requiring an equally wide range of techniques from image processing� analysis�
understanding and pattern recognition One can broadly classify the challenges



and techniques into two groups� static and dynamic�video matching Even among
these groups� signi�cant di�erences exist� depending on the speci�c application
The di�erences are in terms of image quality� amount of background clutter �posing
challenges to segmentation algorithms�� the availability of a well de�ned matching
criterion� and the nature� type and amount of input from a user A rich repository
of research literature exists after �� years of research Particularly the last �ve
year
experiences the most active research activities and rapid advances For a up
to
date
critical survey of still
 and video
based face recognition research� please see ����
��� Chapter organization

In this chapter� we present e�cient techniques for processing and recognizing
face images We assume an image
based baseline system since image
based ap

proaches are possibly the most promising and practical ones However� the �D
images�patterns of �D face objects can change dramatically due to lighting and
viewing variations Hence� the illumination and pose problems present signi�cant
obstacles for wide applications of this type of approaches To overcome these issues�
we propose using a generic �D model to enhance existing image
based systems More
speci�cally� we use a �D model to synthesize the so
called prototype image from a
given image acquired under di�erent lighting and viewing conditions This enhance

ment enables the existing systems to handle both illumination and pose problems
speci�c to face recognition under the following assumption� just one image per face
object is available

In the following section� we �rst review and categorize existing methods proposed
to address the pose problem and the illumination problem We then propose using
a generic �D face model to enhance existing systems in Section � Instead of being
a full �D approach which directly uses accurate �D information which is not easy
to obtain in practice� this approach synthesizes a �D prototype image from a given
�D image acquired under di�erent lighting and viewing conditions with the aid
of a �D model The prototype image is de�ned as the frontal view of an object
under frontal lighting For the purpose of completeness� a brief introduction to one
particular baseline subspace LDA �Linear Discriminant Analysis� system ���� ���
has been included In Section �� we feed prototype images into the subspace LDA
system to perform recognition Finally we conclude our chapter in Section �

� Existing Face Recognition Techniques

Automatic face recognition consists of subtasks in a sequential manner� face de

tection� face segmentation�normalization� and face recognition�veri�cation Many
methods of face recognition have been proposed ���� Basically they can be di

vided into holistic template matching based systems� geometrical local
feature
based
schemes� and hybrid schemes Even though schemes of all these types have been
successfully applied to the task of face recognition� they do have certain advantages
and disadvantages Thus an appropriate scheme should be chosen based on the
speci�c requirements of a given task For example� the Elastic Bunch Graph Match

ing �EBGM� based system ���� has very good performance in general However�



Figure �� The Illumination problem

it requires a large size image� eg� ��� � ��� This severely restricts its possible
application to video
based surveillance where the image size of the face area is very
small On the other hand� the subspace LDA system ���� works well with both large
and small images� eg� �� � �� or �� � �� It also has the best performance for
veri�cation tasks according to the most recent FERET test ��	�
��� Two problems in face recognition

Despite the successes of many systems ���� ��� ��� based on the FERET test�
many issues remain to be addressed Among those issues the following two are
prominent for most systems� �� the illumination problem� �� the pose problem

The illumination problem is illustrated in Fig � where the same face appears
di�erently due to the change in lighting More speci�cally� the changes induced
by illumination could be larger than the di�erences between individuals� causing
systems based on comparing images to misclassify the identity of the input image
This has been experimentally observed in ��� with a dataset of �� individuals We can
also carry out some analysis For example� the popular eigen
subspace projections
used in many systems as features have been analyzed under illumination variation
in ���� The conclusions suggest that signi�cant illumination changes cause dramatic
changes in the projection coe�cient vectors� and hence can seriously degrade the
performance of subspace
based methods

For comparison purposes� we plot the variations of projection coe�cient vectors
due to pure di�erences in class label �Fig ��a�� along with the variations due to pure
illumination change of the same class �Fig ��b��

The pose problem is illustrated in Fig � where the same face appears di�erently
due to changes in viewing condition Moreover� when illumination variation also
appears in the face images� the task of face recognition becomes even more di�cult
�Fig �� In ����� an analysis and classi�cation of various pose problems are performed
using a re�ectance model with varying albedo Using such a model� the di�culty
of the pose problem can be assessed and the e�cacy of existing methods can be
evaluated systematically For example� the pose problem has been divided into three
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Figure �� The pose �and illumination� problem

categories� �� the simple case with small rotation angles� �� the most commonly
addressed case when there are a set of training image pairs �frontal and rotated
images�� and �� the most di�cult case when training image pairs are not available
and illumination variations are present

Di�culties due to illumination and pose variations have been documented in many
evaluations of face recognition systems ���� �� ��� �� An even more di�cult case
is the combined problem of pose and illumination variations Unfortunately� this
happens when face images are acquired in uncontrolled environments� for instance�
in surveillance video clips In the following� we examine the two problems in turn
and review some existing approaches to these problems More importantly� we point
out the pros and cons of these methods so an appropriate approach can be applied
to the speci�c task



��� Solving the illumination problem

As a fundamental problem in image understanding literature� illumination prob

lem is generally quite di�cult and has been receiving consistent attentions For
face recognition� many good approaches have been proposed utilizing the domain
knowledge� ie� all faces belong to one face class These approaches can be broadly
divided into four types ����� �� heuristic methods including discarding the leading
principal components� �� image comparison methods where various image represen

tations and distance measures are applied� �� class
based methods where multiple
images of one face under a �xed pose but di�erent lighting conditions are available�
and �� model
based approaches where �D models are employed

����� Heuristic approaches

To handle the illumination problem� researchers have proposed various methods
Within the eigen
subspace domain� it has been suggested that by discarding the
three most signi�cant principal components� variations due to lighting can be re

duced And it has been experimentally veri�ed in ��� that discarding the �rst few
principal components seems to work reasonably well for images under variable light

ing However� in order to maintain system performance for normally lighted images�
and improve performance for images acquired under varying illumination� we must
assume that the �rst three principal components capture the variations only due to
lighting In ����� a heuristic method based on face symmetry is proposed to enhance
system performance under di�erent lighting

����� Image comparison approaches

In ���� statistical approaches based on image comparison have been evaluated The
reviewed methods use di�erent image representations and distance measures The
image representations used are� edge maps� derivatives of the gray level� images
�ltered with �D Gabor
like functions� and a representation that combines a log
function of the intensity with these representations The di�erent distance measures
used are� point
wise distance� regional distance� a�ne
GL �gray level� distance� local
a�ne
GL distance� and LOG point
wise distance For more details about these
methods and the evaluation database� please refer to ��� One important conclusion
drawn is that these representations are not su�cient by themselves to overcome
the image variations More recently� a new image comparison method proposed
by Jacobs et al ���� uses a measure robust to illumination change Their method
is based on the observation that the di�erence between two images of the same
object is smaller than the di�erence between images of di�erent objects However
this measure is not strictly illumination
invariant because the measure changes for
a pair of images of the same object when the illumination changes



����� Class�based approaches

With assumptions of Lambertian surfaces� no shadowing and three aligned im

ages�faces acquired under di�erent lighting conditions� a �D linear illumination
subspace for a person has been constructed in ��� ��� ��� for a �xed viewpoint Thus
under ideal assumptions� recognition based on the �D linear illumination subspace
is illumination
invariant More recently� an illumination cone has been proposed as
an e�ective method to handle illumination variations� including shadowing and mul

tiple lighting sources ��� ��� This method is an extension of the �D linear subspace
method ���� ��� and hence needs three aligned training images acquired under di�er

ent lightings One drawback to using this method is that we need more than three
aligned images per person More recently� a new method based on a quotient image
has been introduced ���� The advantage of this approach over existing similar ap

proaches is that it only use a small set of sample images This method assumes the
same shape and di�erent textures for faces of di�erent individuals An interesting
energy function to be minimized is then formulated Using this formulation� better
results are rendered than using connectionist approaches

����� Model�based approaches

In their paper ���� the authors suggest using Principal Component Analysis �PCA� as
a tool for solving the parametric shape
from
shading problem� ie� obtain the eigen

head approximation of a real �D head after training on about ��� laser
scanned
range data of real human heads Though the ill
posed SFS problem is transformed
into a parametric problem� they still assume constant albedo This assumption does
not hold for most real face images and we believe that this is one of the major
reasons why most SFS algorithms fail on real face images
��� Solving the pose problem

Researchers have proposed various methods to handle the rotation problem Ba

sically they can be divided into three classes ����� �� multiple images based methods
when multiple images per person are available� �� hybrid methods when multiple
training images are available during training but only one database image per per

son is available during recognition� and �� single image�shape based methods when
no training is carried out We have ��� �� ��� ��� in the �rst type� and ���� ��� �	� 	�
in the second type Up to now� the second type of approach is the most popular
one The third approach does not seem to have received much attention

����� Multi�image based approaches

Among the �rst class of approaches� one of the earliest is by Beymer ���� in which
a template
based correlation matching scheme is proposed In this work� pose esti

mation and face recognition are coupled in an iterative loop For each hypothesized
pose� the input image is aligned to database images corresponding to a selected pose



The alignment is �rst carried out via a �D a�ne transformation based on three key
feature points �eyes and nose�� and then optical �ow is used to re�ne the alignment
of each template After this step� the correlation scores of all pairs of matching
templates are used to perform recognition The main restrictions of this method
are �� many images of di�erent views per person are needed in the database� and ��
no lighting variations �pure texture mapping� or facial expressions are allowed� and
�nally �� the computational cost is high since it is an iterative searching approach
More recently� an illumination
based image synthesis method ���� has been proposed
as a potential method for robust face recognition handling both pose and illumina

tion problems This method is based on the well
known approach of an illumination
cone ��� and can handle illumination variation quite well To handle variations due to
rotation� it needs to completely resolve the GBR �generalized
bas
relief� ambiguity
when reconstructing the �D shape

����� Hybrid approaches

Numerous algorithms of the second type have been proposed and are by far the
most popular ones Possible reasons for this are� �� it is probably the most suc

cessful and practical method up to now� �� it utilizes prior class information We
review three representative methods here� the �rst one is the linear class based
method ����� the second one is the graph matching based method ����� and the third
is the view
based eigenface approach ���� The image synthesis method in ���� is
based on the assumption of linear �D object classes and the extension of linearity
to images which are �D projections of the �D objects It extends the linear shape
model from a representation based on feature points to full images of objects To
implement their method� a correspondence between images of the input object and
a reference object is established using optical �ow Also correspondences between
the reference image and other example images having the same pose are computed
Finally� the correspondence �eld for the input image is linearly decomposed into
the correspondence �elds for the examples Compared to the parallel deformation
scheme in �	�� this method reduces the need to compute the correspondence between
images of di�erent poses This method is extended in ���� to carry an additive error
term for better synthesis In ����� a robust face recognition scheme based on Elastic
Bunch Graphic Matching �EBGM� is proposed The authors basically assume a
planar surface patch in each key feature point �landmark�� and learn the transfor

mation of �jets� under face rotation They demonstrate substantial improvements in
face recognition under rotation Also� their method is fully automatic� including face
localization� landmark detection� and �nally a �exible graph matching scheme The
drawback of this method is the requirement of accurate landmark localization which
is not an easy task especially when illumination variations are present The popular
eigenface approach to face recognition has been extended to view
based eigenface
method in order to achieve pose
invariant recognition ���� This method explicitly
codes the pose information by constructing an individual eigenface for each pose



Despite their popularity� these methods have some common drawbacks� �� they need
many example images to cover all possible views� and �� the illumination problem
is separated from the pose problem

����� Single image�shape based approaches

Finally� there is the third class of approaches which include low
level feature based
methods� invariant feature based methods� and the �D model based method In �����
a Gabor wavelet based feature extraction method is proposed for face recognition
and is robust to small
angle rotation There are many papers on invariant features
in the computer vision literature To our knowledge� serious application of this tech

nology to face recognition has not yet been explored However� it is worthwhile to
point out that some recent work on invariant methods based on images ��� may shed
some light in this direction For synthesizing face images under di�erent appear

ances�lightings�expressions� �D facial models have been explored in the computer
graphics� computer vision and model
based coding communities In these methods�
face shape is usually represented either by a polygonal model or a mesh model which
simulates tissue However due to its complexity and computational cost� any serious
attempt to apply this technology to face recognition has not yet been made except
in ����

� �D Model Enhanced Face Recognition

Based on the assumption of one image per class available� solving the coupled
illumination and pose problem is not a easy task Most previous approaches ei

ther base on di�erent assumptions or treat the two problems separately� hence it
is necessary that we search for methods which can solve both problems simultane

ously and e�ciently For example� the �D model
based synthesis approaches used
in computer graphics and coding communities are usually too complicated and ex

pensive Instead� we propose using a �D model to enhance existing �D approaches
To overcome the constant albedo issue ��� in modeling face objects� a varying albedo
re�ectance model is proposed ���� Using this technique� we can convert any input
images into prototype images� which are later fed into existing systems In the
recognition experiments carried out latter� we choose a particular baseline system
based on its simplicity and e�ciency � the subspace LDA system
��� The subspace LDA system

The subspace LDA system in shown Fig � ���� It was proposed with the motiva

tion of trying to solve the generalization�over�tting problem when performing face
recognition on a large face dataset but with very few training face images available
per class Like existing methods� this method consists of two steps� �rst the face
image is projected into a face subspace via Principal Component Analysis �PCA�
where the subspace dimension is carefully chosen� and then the PCA projection
vectors are projected into the LDA to construct a linear classi�er in the subspace
Unlike other methods� the authors argue that the dimension of the face subspace is



�xed �for a given training set� regardless of the image size as long as the image size
surpasses the subspace dimensionality The property of relative invariance of the
subspace dimension enables the system to work with smaller face images without
sacri�cing performance This claim is supported by experiments using normalized
face images of di�erent sizes to obtain di�erent face subspaces ���� The choice
of such a �xed subspace dimension is mainly based on the characteristics of the
eigenvectors instead of the eigenvalues Such a choice of the subspace dimension
enables the system to generate class
separable features via LDA from the full sub

space representation Hence the generalization�over�tting problem can be addressed
to some extent In addition� a weighted distance metric guided by the LDA eigen

values was employed to improve the performance of the subspace LDA method
The improved performance of generalized recognition was demonstrated on FERET
datasets ���� and the MPEG
	 content set in a proposal on robust face descriptor
to MPEG
	 ��	� In ����� experiments were conducted to compare algorithm per

formance The authors used a subset of FERET development dataset for training�
FERET development dataset and other datasets for testing The results show that
subspace LDA �subLDA� is the best compared to PCA �with di�erent eigenvectors�
��� ���� and ����� and pure LDA algorithms The detailed ranking of the algo

rithms is as follows� subLDA����������� subLDA������������ LDA��	���� �
PCA������������ PCA�����	���� � subLDA��������� � PCA����	���� The
numbers in the bracket are correct top
match scores

The authors also reported a sensitivity test of the subspace LDA system They
took one original face image� and then electronically modi�ed the image by creating
occlusions� applying Gaussian blur� randomizing the pixel location� and adding an
arti�cial background Figure � shows electronically modi�ed face images which were
correctly identi�ed
��� A varying�albedo illumination model for face

In dealing with �D
�D transformations� a physical illumination model is needed
There are many illumination models available� which can be broadly categorized
into di�use re�ectance models and specular models ���� Among these models� the
Lambertian model is the most simple and popular one for di�use re�ectance and
has been used extensively� especially in shape
from
shading �SFS� literature With
the assumption of Lambertian surface re�ection and a single� distant light source�
we have the following standard equations

I � � cos��

or

I � �
� � pPs � qQsp

� � p� � q�
p
� � P �

s �Q�
s

���

where � is the angle between the outward normal to the surface �n � �p� q� �� and
the negative illumination vector ��L � �Ps� Qs� �� which represents the direction
opposite to the distant light source� and � is the albedo The surface orientation
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Figure �� Image synthesis comparison under various lighting conditions First row�
constant
albedo Lambertian model� second row� varying
albedo Lambertian model

can also been represented using two angles� slant and tilt Similarly the light source
can be represented by illuminant direction slant and tilt The illuminant direction
slant � is the angle between the negative �L and the positive z
axis� � � ���� ������
and the illuminant direction tilt � is the angle between the negative �L and the x

z plane� � � ������� ����� To relate these angle terms to Ps and Qs� we have
Ps � tan� cos � � Qs � tan� sin � 

Since we allow for arbitrary albedo� both �p� q� and � are functions of locations
�x� y� However� we impose symmetry constraint for front
view face objects as fol

lows �with an easily
understood coordinate system��

p�x� y� � �p��x� y�
q�x� y� � q��x� y�� ���

and
��x� y� � ���x� y�� ���

To show that varying
albedo Lambertian model is a good model� we compare the
image synthesis results obtained using constant albedo and varying albedo assump

tions In Fig �� image synthesis results are compared one
by
one� ie� a pair of
images �in the same column� are synthesized exactly the same way except that one
is using a constant
albedo model and the other is using a varying
albedo model To
obtain a realistic albedo we use a real face image and a generic �D face model To
align this �D model to the input image� we normalize both of them to the same size
with two eye pairs are kept in the same �xed positions Because the input image and
model are not from the same object� we can see that some parts of the synthesized
images are not perfect� for example� around nose region
��� The Self�ratio image rI

The concept of self�ratio image was initially introduced in ���� to address the ad

ditional parameter �albedo� issue The idea of using two aligned images to construct



a ratio has been explored by many researchers ���� ��� But it was extended to a
single image in ���� Based on this concept� a new shape
from
shading �SFS� scheme
has been developed We can also it to help us to obtain the prototype images from
given images

Let us substitute ����� into the equations for I �x� y� and I ��x� y�� and then add
them� giving

I �x� y� � I ��x� y� � ��
� � qQsp

� � p� � q�
p

� � P �
s � Q�

s

� ���

Similarly we have

I �x� y�� I ��x� y� � ��
pPsp

� � p� � q�
p

� � P �
s � Q�

s

� ���

To simplify the notation� let us de�ne I��x� y� �
I�x�y��I��x�y�

� and I��x� y� �
I�x�y��I��x�y�

� 
Then the self�ratio image rI can be de�ned as

rI �x� y� �
I��x� y�

I��x� y�
�

pPs

� � qQs

� ���

Solving for shape information using ��� combined with ��� is called symmetric
SFS ���� The main result of symmetric SFS is the following theorem �����

Theorem � If the symmetric depth z is a C� surface and the symmetric albedo �eld
is piece�wise constant� then both the solution for shape �p� q� and albedo � are unique

except in some special conditions� Signi�cantly� the unique global solution consists
of unique local solutions at each point simultaneously obtained using the intensity

information at that point and the surrounding local region under the assumption of
a C� surface�

When symmetric objects are rotated� we can not directly apply the symmetric
SFS theorem�algorithm However� we can generate a virtual front
view from the
given image And the virtual front
view image can be obtained using the following
relation between the rotated �in the x
z plane about the y
axis� image I��x�� y�� and
the original image I �x� y� ����

I��x�� y�� � �z��I �x� y��cos� � p�x� y� sin��

� tan������Ps�
q cos����
cos������

Qs��

pPs�qQs�� �

�	�

where tan �� � p�x� y� and �z�� is the indicator function indicating possible occlusion
determined by the shape and rotation angle After the virtual front
view is obtained�
the symmetric SFS algorithm can then be applied Of course� this is useful only if
we can solve the correspondence problem� �x� y�� �x�� y�� In the following section�
we propose using a �D model to obtain an approximate solution to this problem
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Figure 	� Face shape and image reconstruction results using symmetric SFS� the
piece
wise constant albedo case The plots in the left
half of the �rst row are input
and reconstructed images �a� Plot �b� represents the shadow map in the input
images which explains the holes in the reconstructed images Plot �c� is the recovered
albedo �led The plots in the second row are the true partial derivatives �d� and
recovered partial derivatives �e�

��� Using a generic �D face shape

In theory� we can apply symmetric SFS to recover the complete �D shape of a
symmetric object And we have proposed simple algorithms which work well on
objects with complex�face shape and piece
wise albedo �eld In Fig 	 we plot
the input and reconstructed face images� partial derivatives side
by
side for the
piece
wise constant albedo case However we still have di�culties in recovering the
case when both the shape and albedo are arbitrary Moreover� there are many
practical issues that prevents us applying it for face recognition� �� the unique
solution might be very sensitive to possible violations of the assumptions such as C�
surface �possibly caused by digitizing the surface�� �� the solution might be sensitive
to noise in measurement I �and hence rI�� and �� the solution might be sensitive to
possible violations of single light source assumption To be more practical for face
recognition� we propose using a simple �D model to by
pass this �D
to
�D process
This technique has been successfully applied in ���� to address pure illumination
problem with pose �xed This technique can also be extended for rotated face
images ����

Front�view Case Let us write the image equation for the prototype image Ip
with � � ��

Ip�x� y� � �
�

p
� � p� � q�

� ���



Comparing ��� and ���� we obtain

Ip�x� y� �
K

��� � qQs�
�I �x� y� � I ��x� y��� ���

where K is a constant equal to
p
� � P �

s � Q�
s This simple equation directly relates

the prototype image Ip to I �x� y��I �x��y� which is already available It is worthwhile
to point out that this direct computation of Ip from I o�ers the following advantages
over the two
step procedure which �rst uses SFS to recover �D information and then
synthesizes new �D images�

� There is no need to recover the varying albedo ��x� y�

� There is no need to recover the full shape gradients �p� q�

The only parameter that needs to be recovered is the partial shape information
q and we approximate this value with the partial derivative of a �D face model
To guarantee good synthesis quality� we use the self
ratio image equation ��� as a
consistency checking tool

Rotated Case Combining �	� and ���� we have a direct relation between a rotated
�in the x
z plane about the y
axis� image I� �x�� y�� and the prototype image Ip ����

I��x�� y�� � �z��Ip�x� y��cos� � p�x� y� sin�� �p
��P �

s�Q�
s

��tan�� � ���Ps �
q cos����
cos������

Qs � ���
����

To actually apply the above techniques for face recognition� we need the illumi

nation direction of the light source and the face pose In this way� we do not need
to synthesize all views and illuminations in our database in order to recognize input
images under various viewing and illumination conditions Instead� we can synthe

size the prototype view de�ned in the database from an input image acquired under
di�erent views and illumination directions
��� Light source and pose Estimation

Frontal�view case Many source
from
shading algorithms are available� but we
found that none of them work well for both the tilt and slant angles ���� Instead� we
propose a new model
based symmetric source
from
shading algorithm ���� Basically
we can formulate a minimization problem as

���� ��� � arg��� min�rIMF
��� ���� rI�

�� ����

where rI is the self
ratio image� and rIMF
is the self
ratio image generated from

the �D face model MF given hypothesized � and �  One advantage of using a
�D face model is that we can take into account both attached
shadow and cast

shadow e�ects� which are not utilized in the traditional statistics
based methods
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Figure �� Comparison of model
based source
from
shading algorithms The correct
slant value was recovered using the algorithm ���� �right �gure�� while it was missed
using algorithm ���� �middle �gure�

Compared to other model
based methods���� this method produces better results
since it adopts a better model Similarly� other methods can be formulated as a
minimization problem

���� ��� � arg��� min�IM��� ���� I��� ����

where I is the input image� and IM is the image generated from a �D generic shape
M based on Lambertian model ��� with constant albedo given hypothesized � and
�  For a simple comparison of these two model
based methods� we ran both these
algorithms on real face images In Fig �� we plot one face image along with the
error
versus
slant curve for each method As can be seen� the correct �subjective
judgment� value of slant ���� has been recovered by the symmetric method ����
However� it is missed using ���� This new symmetric source
from
shading method
has been successfully applied to more than ��� real face images as the pre
processing
step prior to illumination
normalization for face recognition ����

Rotated Case Most existing face pose estimation algorithms use some prior class
knowledge� that is all face object are similar Instead of using �D example images�
we propose using a simple �D model to estimate the pose Further� to incorporate
the estimation of the light source we formulate the following problem

���� ��� ��� � arg����� min�IRMF
��� �� ��� IR��� ����

However� such formulations ignore the reality of a varying albedo To better
address this problem� the self�ratio image is used However� in order to apply this
method to rotated images of symmetric objects� we need additional processing
Using �	�� we can formulate a new estimation problem�

���� ��� ��� � arg����� min�rIMF
��� ��� rIF ��� �� ���

�� ����

where rIF ������� is the self
ratio image for the virtual frontal view generated from
the original image IR via image warping and texture mapping using �	�



� Experiments
��� Shadow and implementation issues

One important issue we have not discussed in detail is the attached
shadow and
cast
shadow problem By de�nition� attached
shadow points are those where the
image intensities are set to zero because �� � pPs � qQs� � � A cast
shadow is
the shadow cast by the object itself It has been shown in ���� that the shadow
points can still be utilized in both source estimation and image rendering For
example in the case of source estimation� one advantage of using a �D face model is
that we can take into account both attached
shadow and cast
shadow e�ects� which
are not utilized in the traditional statistics
based methods However� these points
contribute signi�cantly and correctly to the computation of slant and tilt angles
Hence the model
based method can produce a more accurate estimate if the �D face
model is a good approximation to the real �D face shape

In addition to these shadow points� we need to single out the �bad� points�
or outliers in statistical terms� for stable source estimation and prototype image
rendering This is because we need to compute the self
ratio image which may be
sensitive to image noise Let us denote the set of all �bad� points by B� at these
points the values cannot be used From a robust statistics point of view� these
�bad� points are outliers Hence our policy for handling these outliers is to reject
them and mark their locations We then use values computed at good points to
interpolate�extrapolate at the marked bad points Many interpolation methods are
available such as nearest
neighbor interpolation� polynomial interpolation� spline
interpolation etc Since we may have an irregular structure of good points� we use
triangle
based methods For example� to detect these bad points in the process of
computing the prototype images� we employ the consistency check

B � fI �x� y� j jrI � pMF
Ps

� � qMF
Qs

j � 	g� ����

��� Solving the illumination problem

����� Rendering prototype images

The faces we used in our experiments are from the FERET� Yale and Weizmann
databases The Yale database contains �� persons including four images obtained
under di�erent illuminations The Weizmann database contains �� persons also
including four images obtained under di�erent illuminations We have applied our
light
source estimation and direct prototype image rendering method to more than
��� face images from the Yale and Weizmann databases Though the purpose of
rendering prototype images is to improve the recognition performance� we would
like to visualize the quality of the rendered images and compare them to the images
obtained using a local SFS algorithm ���� These results �Fig �� clearly indicate the
superior quality of the prototype images rendered by our approach More rendered
prototype images using only the direct computation are plotted in Fig ��



�original� �SFS� �our approach� �real�

Figure �� Image rendering comparison

����� Enhancing face recognition

In this experiment we demonstrate that the generalized�predictive recognition rate
of subspace LDA can be greatly enhanced We conducted two independent exper

iments on the Yale and Weizmann databases For the Yale database� we have a
testing database composed of a gallery set containing ��� images from several face
databases� including �� �one image per class� from the Yale database� and a probe set
containing �� images also from the Yale database For the Weizmann database� we
have a testing database composed of a gallery set containing ��� images from several
face databases� including �� �one image per class� from the Weizmann database� and
a probe set containing �� images from the same database Figure �� shows the sig

ni�cant improvement in performance using the prototype images in both databases

��� Solving the pose problem

Currently� light source and pose estimation ���� is not carried out Instead very
rough pose information is given manually The light source is also assumed to be
frontal though in fact it may be not Basically we have only experimented on model

based pure image warping and plan to implement full SFS
based view synthesis
in near future However� as we have shown in ����� this is a good approach for
eigen
subspace based method even when Lambertian model and frontal lighting are
assumed

The data set we used here is drawn from FERET and Stirling databases ���� To
compare� the quality of this dataset is lower than the one reported in ���� �which is
also used in several subsequent works on face recognition such as ����� and the size of
normalized images we are using is much smaller than those in ���� and other There
are ��� pairs of face images� front view and quarter
pro�le view� all normalized
to the size of �� � �� wrt the two eyes The poses of these faces are not quite



Figure ��� Rendering the prototype image The images with various lighting are in
the �rst two columns� while the corresponding prototype images are shown in the
last two columns respectively
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Performance Comparison for Weismann Dataset

�a� �b�

Figure ��� Enhancing the subspace LDA The thin lines represent the cumulative
scores when applying the existing subspace LDA to the original images� while the
thick lines represent the scores when applying it to the prototype images The
curves in �a� are for the Yale face database� the curves in �b� are for the Weizmann
database

consistent� and we only apply a unique rotation angle picked manually to all images

����� Visualization of image synthesis

As we mentioned earlier� the poses of these faces are not consistent and only one
unique rotation angle is chosen for all the images Hence some of the synthesis
results are good �the �rst three columns in Fig ��� if the actual rotation angle
agrees with the preset value� and some are bad �the last three columns in Fig ���

����� Comparison of recognition results

To test and compare the e�cacy of various methods for robust face recognition� we
have tried two subspace LDA methods� I Subspace LDA ���� on the original images�
and II Subspace LDA on the synthesized frontal images

As mentioned before� the database we used have ��� pairs of images� of which
only about �� pairs are good images in terms of the correctness of rotation angle we
manually picked �refer to Fig ��� We use all the frontal views as the database� and
all the rotated images as the testing images We report the recognition performances
of subspace LDA on the original images and on the virtual frontal images in Table �
Some conclusions can be drawn here� using the virtual frontal views the performance
of subspace LDA� which does not have the generalization problem and does not need
retraining of the subspace and the LDA classi�er� can be improved� and the extent
of the improvement depends on the quality of the virtual views



Figure ��� Some images used in the database The �rst row are the rotated views�
the second row are the synthesized frontal views� and the third view are the real
frontal views The �rst three columns are good image pairs� while the last three
columns are bad pairs

Method I II
Score ��� �����	��� 
	���		��

Table �� Performance comparison of subspace LDA on original images �I� and on
virtual images �II� The scores on the right are for the �� good images� and the
scores on the left are for all ��� images



� Conclusion

We have proposed simple and e�cient techniques for processing and recognizing
face objects The characteristics of these techniques are very suitable for many
applications We �rst identi�ed two key issues in the face recognition literature� the
illumination and pose problems We then examined existing methods of handling
these two problems extensively To handle pose and illumination problems in a
uniform framework� we proposed a re�ectance model with varying albedo for �D face
and introduced a new concept� the self
ratio image Finally� we proposed using a �D
model to synthesize the prototype image from a given image under any lighting and
viewing conditions This technique alone can be used to synthesize new images� ie�
enhancing appearance Adding this technique into existing subspace LDA system�
we basically propose an enhanced system In the future� we plan to improve our
method by deforming the �D model to �t individuals better or using multiple �D
face models as in ���
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